Carotid Near-Occlusion: A Comprehensive Review, Part 1—Definition, Terminology, and Diagnosis
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Carotid near-occlusion is distal luminal collapse beyond a tight stenosis, where the distal lumen should not be used for calculating percentage stenosis. Near-occlusion with full ICA collapse is well-known, with a threadlike lumen. However, near-occlusion without collapse is often subtle and can be overlooked as a usual severe stenosis. More than 10 different terms have been used to describe near-occlusion, sometimes causing confusion. This systematic review presents what is known about carotid near-occlusion. In this first part, the foci are definition, terminology, and diagnosis.

Abbreviation: ECA = external carotid artery

Carotid near-occlusion is distal luminal collapse of the internal carotid artery beyond a tight stenosis. Various terms have been used to describe near-occlusion, which can mislead students or those doing literature searches: near-occlusion (or “near total occlusion”), pseudo-occlusion, string sign, critical stenosis, small or narrow distal internal carotid artery (with variations), preocclusive stenosis, subtotal stenosis, subtotal occlusion, functional occlusion, subocclusion, hypoplasia, and incomplete occlusion.

Calculating percentage stenosis for carotid near-occlusion is fallacious, and near-occlusion assessment is advised before measuring for percentage stenosis. Near-occlusion with full collapse is well-recognized as a threadlike distal lumen. However, partial distal collapse is subtle—near-occlusion without full collapse is sometimes overlooked as stenosis. Carotid near-occlusion was described in 1970 as the carotid slim sign, a severe collapse, and today as near-occlusion with full collapse (Figs 1–5). The near-occlusion definition was widened to recognize partial collapse (near-occlusion without full collapse) (Figs 1–5).

The aim of this review was to present the definition, terminology, diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and pathophysiology of carotid near-occlusion; highlight areas of confusion; and highlight areas in need of future improvement. In this first part, the foci are definition, terminology, and diagnosis.

Articles
A PubMed search was performed in December 2014 with the terms “carotid near-occlusion,” “carotid pseudo-occlusion,” “carotid string sign,” “carotid critical stenosis,” “carotid subtotal stenosis,” “carotid subtotal occlusion,” “carotid functional occlusion,” “carotid hypoplasia,” “carotid incomplete occlusion,” and “carotid hairline,” without search restrictions. This yielded 1076 articles. Title review selected 115 articles of greatest interest. Excluded were articles not in English (n = 14) and those with inaccessible abstracts or full articles (n = 4). Excluded were 26 articles with ≤5 cases (n = 8), not carotid near-occlusion (n = 16), in a non-peer-reviewed journal (n = 1), and not analyzing humans (n = 1). Seventy-one articles were audited. All reference lists were examined, rendering an additional 17 articles. Two key articles were deemed likely to be cited; we examined all articles that had cited these articles by using the Web of Science data base, yielding 3 additional articles. In total, 91 articles were reviewed.
Definition of Near-Occlusion
A carotid near-occlusion is a very tight atherosclerotic stenosis in which the artery beyond the stenosis is collapsed.\(^1\) The remaining patency differs from that in total occlusions and is separate from that in conventional carotid stenoses because of this collapse.\(^1\) Near-occlusion can be with and without full collapse: Near-occlusion with full collapse shows pronounced distal collapse with a threadlike lumen.\(^1,2\) Near-occlusion without full collapse shows a less pronounced distal collapse with a more normal-appearing distal artery.\(^1,2\)

Previous Definition of Near-Occlusion. To the best of our knowledge, near-occlusion and its synonym terms are limited in publications to “near-occlusion with full collapse” between 1970 and 1997, with only 1 exception (presented below).\(^1,2\) Before 1997, partial near-occlusion was largely unrecognized, and such cases were likely considered usual stenoses. In 1997, NASCET collaborators redefined near-occlusion, including less complete collapse, more subtle than that previously known,\(^2\) effectively presuming that ICAs beyond severe stenosis would progressively decrease from their normal caliber to fully collapsed as a critical degree is reached rather than experiencing sudden collapse. Near-occlusions were then subdivided into those with or without pronounced collapse, also called near-occlusion with and without the “string sign” (here called “near-occlusion with and without full collapse”).\(^2\)

Terminology
First Descriptions Found in our Article Search. A collapsed ICA on cervical angiography was described by Riishede and Ethelberg\(^78\) in 1953, caused by raised intracranial pressure in brain death. A case of possible near-occlusion was described as “teilweisem verschluss” (roughly “partial closure”) in German by Mumenthaler et al\(^79\) in 1961, though without special attention to distal collapse compared with conventional stenosis or occlusion. Lippman et al\(^75\) clearly described distal collapse from atherosclerosis in 1970.

Slim Sign. Lippman et al\(^75\) also called distal collapse the “poststenotic carotid slim sign” (later simply “slim sign”) and “spurious hypoplasia” (false hypoplasia).\(^77\) Several subsequent authors inappropriately dropped “spurious” when referencing this article (“hypoplasia” instead of “false hypoplasia”).\(^11,12,18,45\) Radiographs published by Lippman et al today fit near-occlusion with full collapse. However, the “slim sign” has not been used...
as the main term in any near-occlusion article after that of Lippman et al; it has been used as a synonym of the main term.1,2,4,6-9,20,28,31,45,47-51,55,59,60,62,64,68,69,71,72

Pseudo-Occlusion. The term “pseudo-occlusion” was used for cases with raised intracranial pressure by Newton and Couch in 1960.80 In 1978, Macpherson84 suggested pseudo-occlusions as possibly caused by “thrombosis or embolus.” In 1980, Sekhar et al11 suggested “atheromatous pseudo-occlusion” to separate atherosclerotic causes from similar findings caused by raised intracranial pressure, intracranial occlusion, dissection, and hypoplasia. Images from Sekhar et al can be called “near-occlusion with full collapse.” “Pseudo-occlusion” has been used for the appearance of a collapsed artery,1-9,11,13-20,45-48,56-62,65-70 but also quite literally when diagnosis changed from occlusion to patent after re-review (not necessarily with distal collapse).10,12,55,63,64,81

String Sign. The “string sign” was first used for distal ICA collapse in spontaneous dissection as coined by Ojemann et al in 1972.82 In 1980, Mehigan and Olcott71 used the “string sign” term to describe the appearance of a distal artery collapse and presented several cases with different causes: dissection, postradiation carotid disease, and various forms of atherosclerosis or thrombosis. Since then, “string sign” has often described near-occlusion with full collapse (excluding nonatherosclerotic causes). Those who recognized near-occlusion as with and without full collapse have often used with and without the “string sign” to describe this.2,7,22,24,26

Near-Occlusion. “Nearly occluded” was used by Gabrielsen et al31 in 1981 to describe a tight carotid stenoses with distal collapse. They noted that the reduced caliber usually (not always) was severe, though they featured a case of near-occlusion without full collapse; this is the first instance we found in our article search. However, Gabrielsen et al did not suggest that “near-occlusion” should mean something other than “slim sign.”

Narrowing of the Internal Carotid Artery (ICA/Common Carotid Artery Ratio). Not recognizing narrowing of the distal artery as near-occlusion was not considered problematic for the European Carotid Surgery Trial because it calculated stenosis degree by measuring the diameter at maximal stenosis compared with the unseen original ICA bulb diameter (European Carotid Surgery Trial grading system).36 As a secondary analysis, the authors identified patients with a collapsed distal artery by examining a ratio between the distal ICA and common carotid artery (ICA/common carotid artery ratio)42 (different from their grading of stenosis by using the common carotid artery method83). The collaborators examined neck sides with <50% European Carotid Surgery Trial–type stenosis (similar to <30% NASCET-type stenosis83) and derived a threshold of <0.42 for ICA narrowing (mean ± 2 SDs).42

Recommendation. Regardless of which term one chooses, it is important to recognize that near-occlusions with and without full collapse exist. We recommend the term “near-occlusion” because it was used in large clinical trials to describe atherosclerotic stenosis with a distal collapse.1,2,32 We suggest not using “pseudo-occlusion” or “string sign” because of their use for other entities. “Slim sign” was used to describe near-occlusions with full collapse, but not for near-occlusion without full collapse; the use of “slim sign” might cause confusion. Therefore, when we discussed the terminology to use in a recent article,21 near-occlusion with and without full collapse was introduced and we recommended it for consistent use henceforth.
Near-occlusion with full collapse above a prominent ICA bulb stenosis is easy to recognize. However, occlusion can be misdiagnosed with suboptimal imaging and interpretation (Table 1). An ICA occlusion definition requires identification of the ascending pharyngeal artery as a tiny artery ascending adjacent to the expected course of the unseen ICA, but with typical branches just below the skull base. Collapsed near-occlusion smoothly continues into the carotid canal of the temporal bone; the ascending pharyngeal artery is a second nearby vessel. True ICA hypoplasia or long distal ICA tapering of dissection does not show a prominent ICA bulb stenosis. Quality interpretation separates atherosclerosis from high intracranial pressure and postradiation carotid disease. It is also important to consider distal stenoses/sclerosis from high intracranial pressure and postradiation carotid disease for the rare ICA hypoplasia, which shows a tiny bony carotid canal.

Near-occlusion without full collapse can be mistaken for conventional stenosis if one does not constantly search for subtle distal collapse. The NASCET collaborators recognized that if a collapsed distal ICA is used for percentage calculation, the stenosis will be underrated. The NASCET method uses the normal distal ICA for percentage calculation and requires near-occlusion assessment first. If you do not seek it, you will not find it.

One should also not overcall near-occlusion without full collapse. The relative small size of a distal ICA with a larger contralateral ICA can be an anatomic variation. Other causes of asymmetry exist: intracranial occlusion/stenosis and variance of ICA size depending on circle of Willis variations, such as a fetal posterior cerebral artery or a single ICA supplying both anterior cerebral arteries. Artery diameter can fluctuate slightly: It is important to apply the best diagnostic judgment for reasons of variance. In case of contralateral disease, emphasis should shift toward the comparison of the distal ICA and ipsilateral external carotid artery (ECA).

Consistent diagnostic judgment is needed regarding true distal collapse as reduced: Diagnostic criteria presented below are aids for that. NASCET suggested early on not to calculate percentage stenosis if near-occlusion could be interpreted, yet it seems that not all who assess percentage stenosis look for subtle near-occlusion.

Sometimes a nearly occluded stenosis is associated with intraluminal thrombus, a near-occlusion variant. Because the prognosis likely differs, it is reasonable that the presence of a thrombus be mentioned specifically in both clinical and scientific articles.

Most articles on near-occlusion were based on conventional angiography, so we present diagnostic issues based on that technique, with some added aspects of other modalities. Diagnostic studies of near-occlusion need interpretation with caution because there can be misdiagnoses of near-occlusion as occlusion due inadequate angiography findings if a long-enough delay was not allowed, further adding skepticism to occlusion diagnosed with screening tests. The use of conventional angiography is no guarantee of a criterion standard study.

### Separating Near-Occlusion from Occlusion
Some suggested “occlusions” are indeed patent, needing angiography time to detect delayed contrast through a severely collapsed artery. Contrast remaining through the venous phase has been reported. The ascending pharyngeal artery should be seen as a tiny artery separate from and running parallel to an occluded or nearly occluded ICA. The ascending pharyngeal artery can be overlooked.

#### Table 1: Mimics of near-occlusion on conventional angiography and CTA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Mimic</th>
<th>Way to Separate/Reason for Mimic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Similar appearance, but not atherosclerosis</td>
<td>Dissection</td>
<td>Cervical ICA lesion without severe bulb stenosis, possibly patient history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging protocol</td>
<td>High ICP</td>
<td>Patient history, likely no focal stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation</td>
<td>Postradiation disease</td>
<td>Patient history, possibly no focal stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypoplasia</td>
<td>No prominent bulb stenosis, narrow bony canal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NoOc mistaken for occlusion</td>
<td>Delayed images reveal patent lumen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occlusion mistaken for NoOc</td>
<td>Ascending pharyngeal artery mistaken for ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stenosis mistaken for NoOc</td>
<td>Larger opposite ICA from anatomic variations: opposite ICA supplies fetal PCA and/or both ACAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NoOc mistaken for stenosis</td>
<td>Partially collapsed NoOc overlooked as a normal lumen when it is not threadlike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intracranial disease mistaken for NoOc</td>
<td>Exclude distal disease as cause for the collapse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: PCA indicates posterior cerebral artery; ICP, intracranial pressure; NoOc, near-occlusion; ACA, anterior cerebral artery.
as a collapsed ICA in cases of ICA occlusion (“pseudostring sign”).

**Separating Near-Occlusion from Conventional Stenosis.** NASCET used descriptive criteria to distinguish near-occlusion (with and without full collapse) from conventional stenosis: 1) delayed filling, 2) intracranial collaterals, 3) ipsilateral distal ICA less than the contralateral distal ICA, and 4) ipsilateral distal ICA equal to or less than the ipsilateral ECA (the ICA normally is substantially larger than the ECA) (Fig 6). Two of the 4 criteria were required for diagnosis. Separating near-occlusion is justifiable from its observed lower stroke risk compared with severe stenosis, and the potential fallacious calculation of percentage stenosis if not recognized, yielding incorrect percentages as low as 50%–60%, potentially managed differently.

**Separating Near-Occlusion with Full Collapse from Near-Occlusion without Full Collapse.** Near-occlusion can be fully collapsed or without full collapse. The current diagnostic criterion for near-occlusion with full collapse is a “threadlike” distal lumen (with variations). The transition between near-occlusion with and without full collapse is not distinct. Even so, 90% agreement was reported in a small study (n = 21) between blinded reviewers separating near-occlusions with and without full collapse by using descriptive criteria alone.

**Diagnosis with Sonography.** There are several mimics of near-occlusion for sonography (Table 2). Sonography aspires to distinguish near-occlusion and occlusion by the presence or absence of flow. Accuracy depends on the sonographic methodology with more accurate distinctions by using Color Doppler with pulsed wave velocity measurements and Power Doppler than the outdated continuous wave technique. Color Doppler with pulsed wave velocity measurements has been reported as separating near-occlusion from occlusion with good accuracy. Presumably, the small error rate includes very slow and collapsed near-occlusion cases with nondetectable flow. Perhaps the commonly used additional method, power Doppler, may better detect slow flow, but only 2 small studies analyzed this. Adding transoral sonography to also assess distal artery patency at the level of the pharynx...
shows promising initial findings. Contrast-enhanced sonography might also increase the accuracy, but this has not been evaluated.

Near-occlusion with full collapse can be seen on sonography with very low flow velocity. The typical recognized sonography appearance is a very tight stenosis with a minimal flow channel, slow flow velocities, and a grossly pathologic flow profile (Fig 7). This finding is 71% (42/59) sensitive and 98.8% (932/943) specific for near-occlusion with full collapse. Dampened, pseudovenous flow with low pulsatility is highly specific as published in Mansour et al, with only 1 false-positive with distal occlusion. A flow profile with systolic triangular spikes and no diastolic flow can be either distal occlusion or stenosis or near-occlusion with full collapse; the sonography report should reflect this uncertainty. Systolic spikes with reversed diastolic flow have been reported in a small series. False-negatives were either mistaken occlusions or mistaken conventional stenosis with high flow velocity. Rarely, an important pitfall is when velocity drops to the range of normal flow; a peak systolic velocity of 140 cm/s was presented by Bowman et al. As such, the appearance with 2D B-mode of a very tight stenosis and “normal” flow velocities does not add up, requiring suspicion of near-occlusion. However, if the stenosis appearance on B-mode is ignored, the near-occlusion can be mistakenly reported as “no significant stenosis.”

Near-occlusion without full collapse seems indistinguishable from conventional stenosis because both have high flow velocities. However, near-occlusion without full collapse has only been analyzed for peak systolic velocity in 2 studies totalling 30 patients, and one of these studies did not clearly define near-occlusion without full collapse. Thus, more than peak systolic velocity is needed to distinguish near-occlusion without full collapse from conventional stenoses.

Thus, when very tight stenosis with low flow is detected, it is often near-occlusion with full collapse, though possibly distal disease. Angiographic confirmation (with CTA including delayed images) is reasonable. A finding of a suggested >70% carotid stenosis with velocity on sonography can be >70% stenosis or a near-occlusion. Thus, virtually all near-occlusions without full collapse and some near-occlusions with full collapse can be overlooked if sonography is used alone.

Diagnosis with CTA. CTA diagnostic accuracy to separate near-occlusion from occlusion has been moderately studied. In 2 studies, 30/30 near-occlusions and 33/33 occlusions were correctly identified. Separating near-occlusions (mostly partial near-occlusion) from conventional stenosis has been less analyzed. In 1 study, 22/22 30%–89% stenoses were correctly distinguished. Further studies that include delayed imaging are needed.

With a consistent expert observer as the criterion standard, Bartlett et al presented CTA-specific diameter-measurement criteria for separating near-occlusion (with and without full collapse) from conventional stenoses:

- Stenosis diameter of ≤1.3 mm
- Ipsilateral distal ICA diameter of ≤3.5 mm
- Ipsilateral distal ICA/contralateral distal ICA ratio of ≤0.87
- Ipsilateral distal ICA/ipsilateral ECA of ≤1.27

These criteria were not compared with those of conventional angiography.

MRA Diagnosis. MRA literature for near-occlusion is limited. To diagnose near-occlusion versus occlusion, TOF MRA is limited because slow-flow signal likely is below the visibility threshold; 2D TOF may be superior to 3D TOF. Approximately 75% (14/19) of all near-occlusions show a flow gap on 2D TOF. A flow gap seems similarly common for near-occlusion both with full collapse and without full collapse, though that study did not clearly separate the near-occlusion types. Segmental flow gaps suggest vessel patency because occlusions are more likely to show full-length signal absence. While it was suggested that the clinical
usefulness of TOF MRA is limited because distal occlusions can present with flow gaps, it is uncertain that these were truly distal occlusions. No study sought to separate near-occlusions from conventional stenosis. Contrast-enhanced MRA for near-occlusion is scarcely studied.

**Alternative Diagnostic Criteria.** After publication of the 2005 NASCET/European Carotid Surgery Trial near-occlusion criteria with conventional angiography in 2005, modifications were suggested. A numeric ipsilateral distal ICA/contralateral distal ICA ratio of <0.5 was sought from one report, and <0.2, from another. With CTA criteria for near-occlusion, a side-to-side ratio of only ≤0.87 suggested near-occlusion (with and without full collapse), though the authors concluded that an overall interpretation be used rather than measurements because of the variability of disease and anatomic variants to diagnose partial near-occlusion. However, the ≤0.87 ratio was derived from diagnostic analyses, whereas the other 2 ratios were presented without reference to how they were derived. It seems that these measured criteria transfer the diagnosis of near-occlusion from a skilled interpretation to synthesized numbers applied without the same skill.

The minimal diameter of maximal stenosis on CTA is an alternative way to grade stenoses, replacing percentage calculations to avoid measuring the distal artery. This would remove inconsistencies and ambiguities of creating percentage stenosis. If that method is used, the presence or absence of near-occlusions may still need to be assessed to list near-occlusions separately.

**Recommendation**

CTA is suggested for current near-occlusion diagnosis. CTA is very accurate in separating near-occlusion from occlusion with delayed imaging, and criteria exist to separate near-occlusion (with and without full collapse) from conventional stenoses. The usual technical concerns with CTA, contrast and radiation, apply. In comparison with conventional angiography, the criteria can be more specific with absolute measurements, with no procedural stroke risk.

The diagnosis of complete ICA occlusion needs delayed imaging to exclude the slowly filling distal ICA of near-occlusion with full collapse. That can be a routine postcontrast head CT after CTA (which also evaluates enhancing brain lesions and delayed collateral pial arteries not shown on initial "snapshot" CTA) or multiphased CTA. While enhanced MRA could show some slow distal ICAs, with acquisition longer than that in the subsecond scan of CTA at each level, MRA, however, has inherent lower spatial resolution.

For sonography, emphasis has often been on the separation of near-occlusion and occlusion; possibly this can be further improved with power Doppler and/or contrast enhancement. More important, it is impossible to separate near-occlusion without full collapse from conventional stenoses with sonography. This lack of sensitivity is a relatively recent finding (from 2014), and many recommendations for diagnostic work-up predated this finding. Recommendations for the diagnostic work-up should be revised accordingly. It seems appropriate to always perform CTA in addition because near-occlusions can be missed with sonography, and those that are detected might be caused by distal occlusion or stenosis.

MRA with 2D TOF or contrast enhancement can separate some near-occlusions from occlusion, but not all. It is uncertain whether MRA can consistently separate near-occlusion from conventional stenosis.

**Confusion and Need for Further Improvement**

Please refer to Part 2 of this review for the confusion and need for further improvement regarding the definition, terminology, and diagnosis of near-occlusion.
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